NATURAL STACKED STONE PANELS
www.msistone.com
Natural stone is Mother Nature’s art formed over millions of years by water, minerals, heat and pressure. Selected from the finest quarries from around the world, our Natural Stacked Stone Panels are made of 100% genuine stone guaranteed to stand the test of time.

Natural Stacked Stone Panels add warmth, texture, and drama to your home. These can be used on the facade of a home to enhance the appeal, outside to showcase a barbecue island, on a backsplash to spruce up a kitchen or inside to beautify an interior wall.

Our 6"x24" Natural Stacked Stone Panels have a unique joint design that allows the panels to join together seamlessly. Want to learn how? See our installation video at msistone.com/stacked-stone-installation-video/

Stacked Stone Corners
See website for corner size.

6"x6"x6"  6"x18"x6"  6"x12"x6"
Steal This Look

Create the backyard oasis you have always wanted with natural stacked stone panels. Extend the outdoor season with the warmth and ambience of a dramatic fireplace.

Touchable texture adds architectural detail

Mix it up by installing natural panels vertically

Try using panels as the surround for your new grill island

DESIGNER TIPS

TREND ALERT

Silver Travertine

Roman Beige Ledger Panel

Gray Oak 3D

Alaska Gray

Casa Blend 3D Multi Finish Ledger Panel

www.msistone.com
ARCTIC WHITE
SPLIT FACE
LPNL0ARCWH5624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msiSTONE.com
ARCTIC WHITE 3D HONED
3D HONED
LPNLMARCWH1624-3DH
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
CALACATTA CRESSA 3D HONED

3D HONED
LPNLMCALCRE624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
PRINCESS WHITE
SPLIT FACE
LPNLQPRIWH#624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msisstone.com
WHITE OAK MULTI FINISH
MULTIPLE FINISHES
LPNLWIOAK624-MULTI
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
WHITE OAK
SPLIT FACE
LPNLWIOAK624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
WHITE OAK 3D HONED

3D HONED
LPNLWHIOAK624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
ALASKA GRAY MULTI
MULTIPLE FINISHES
LPNLMLAGRY624-MULTI
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
ALASKA GRAY 3D HONED
3D HONED
LPNLMAGRAY624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
STATUARIETTO CAPRI 3D HONED
3D HONED
LPNLMSACP624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
GRAY OAK 3D HONED
3D HONED
LPNLMGROAK624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
SILVER TRAVERTINE
SPLIT FACE
LPNLTSIL624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
ARCTIC GOLDEN
SPLIT FACE
LPNLOARCGLD624
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
www.msiSTONE.com
GOLDEN HONEY
SPLIT FACE
LPNL0GLDHON624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
GOLDEN HONEY PENCIL

PENCIL
LPNL0GLDHON624-PEN
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
COLORADO CANYON PENCIL
PENCIL
LPNLMCOLCAN624-PEN
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
DURANGO CREAM
SPLIT FACE
LPNLDURCRE624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msiSTONE.com
DURANGO CREAM 3D HONED
3D HONED
LPNLTDURCRE624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
CASA BLEND 3D HONED
3D HONED
LPNLTCASBLE624-3DH
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
CASA BLEND 3D MULTI FINISH
MULTIPLE FINISHES
LPNLTCASBLE624-3DHS
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
NEVADA GOLD
SPLIT FACE
LPNLONEVGLD624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
CORDOBA NOCHE
SPLIT FACE
LPNLTCORNOC624
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
www.msistone.com
PHILADELPHIA
SPLIT FACE
LPNLTPH624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
TUSCANY SCABAS
SPLIT FACE
LPNLTS_CA624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
CALIFORNIA GOLD
SPLIT FACE
LPNLSCALGLD624
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
AMBER FALLS
SPLIT FACE
LPNL0AMB9AL624
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
CANYON CREEK
SPLIT FACE
LPNO6CANC2624
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
RUSTIC GOLD
SPLIT FACE
LPNL/RS/SGLD624/COR
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
SIERRA BLUE
SPLIT FACE
LPNLQSIIEBLU624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
**SAGE GREEN**

SPLIT FACE

LPNL0SAGGRN624

*L* SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
MOUNTAIN BLUESTONE
SPLIT FACE
LPNLDMOUBLU624
“L” SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
BROWN WAVE 3D HONED

3D HONED
LPNLDBROWAV624-3DH
"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE
CHARCOAL RUST

SPLIT FACE

LPNLSCCHARUS624

"L" SHAPED CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msistone.com
GLACIAL BLACK 3D HONED

3D HONED
LPNLMLABLK624-3DH
“L” Shaped Corner 6”x18”x6”

www.msistone.com
COAL CANYON
SPLIT FACE
LPNL0COACAN624
“L” SHAPE CORNER AVAILABLE

www.msstone.com
Product categories and classifications such as Granite, Marble, Travertine, Limestone, Quartzite, Sandstone, etc. are based on general accepted industry classification. They do not necessarily reflect the geological compositions of the material or customs classification. In many cases, these materials are technically made of a different geological makeup. For example, many stones are commonly known as granites, but geologically, they are actually Charnockites, Polimitic Mataconglomerates, Gneiss and other various different geological stones. In addition, many stones commonly referred to as marbles are geologically limestones. MSI makes no guarantee or representation of the geological composition of any stone. In addition, the categories reflected on our website or brochure, should not necessarily be used for customs classification.

Buyer/Owner must determine slip resistance suitability and maintainability. Natural stones, ceramic, porcelain, quartz and related products represent products of nature; we cannot be held responsible in any cause of action resulting from their use in any form. M S International, Inc. makes no expressed or implied warranty, for any particular use. These products inherently lack uniformity and are subject to variation in aesthetics, color, shade, finish, tint, hardness, strength resistance, density, etc. Natural stone may be characterized by dry seams, pits, and fossils. In polished and honed stones, these pits are often filled during the manufacturing process or at the time of installation. These fills can occasionally pop out from normal wear and use. In these instances, it may be necessary to refill these voids as part of a normal maintenance procedure. Any samples submitted are with the understanding that these qualities are inherent in the nature of the product and are not to be considered latent defects.

After installation, vendor disclaims any liabilities in regards with color range and fill. We recommend using a natural stone sealer. Natural Stone Veneer Panels made from slate may have iron deposits that can rust. Limit exposure to moisture for these panels.

The information in this brochure is intended for U.S. and Canadian businesses or their customers only and is provided “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. In no event shall MSI be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages relating to this or use of these materials.
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